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• This slide deck in its original and unaltered format is for educational purposes and is current as of 
the date of this presentation. All materials contained herein reflect the views of the faculty and not 
those of Creative Educational Concepts LLC or the commercial supporter(s). 

• Participants have an implied responsibility to use the newly acquired information to enhance 
patient outcomes and their own professional development. The information presented in this 
activity is not meant to serve as a guideline for specific patient management. 

• Any procedures, medications, or other courses of diagnosis or treatment discussed or suggested in 
this activity should not be used by clinicians without evaluation of their patient’s conditions and 
possible contraindications on dangers in use, review of any applicable manufacturer’s product 
information, and comparison with recommendations of other authorities. 

• Usage rights. This slide deck is provided for educational purposes and individual slides may be used 
for personal, non-commercial presentations only if the content and references remain unchanged. 
No part of this slide deck may be published or distributed in print or electronic format without prior 
written permission from Creative Educational Concepts LLC. Additional terms and conditions may 
apply. 

Disclaimer
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Fundamental Facts 
of Alzheimer's Disease

Epidemiology, Pathophysiology, 
and the Critical Need for Early Diagnosis

• Prevalence and burden of AD/ADRD greatly increasing as populations age 
worldwide

• In older age, substantial cognitive-behavioral changes, while common, are 
usually caused by brain disease(es) and damage 
• Majority of PCPs are not confident about AD/ADRD diagnosis and 

management and want more guidance and resources
• Timely, accurate and appropriate diagnosis, disclosure and treatment are 

medical, ethical, social, economic imperatives
• The processes involved in AD-dementia are complex, dynamic, and occur over 

decades (long “quiet” phase); can result in heterogeneous presentation

Overview
Review Science and Art of Evaluation and Management

Practical Considerations for Clinical Practice

https://www.alzint.org/u/WorldAlzheimerReport2019.pdf.
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• Causes and contributors to neurodegenerative cognitive-behavior disorders/dementia are many and likely 
additive (at least)

• Abnormal and toxic protein fragments accumulate and start a vicious cycle 

• → Neuroinflammation, mitochondrial and lysosomal damage, cellular energy dysregulation, oxidative stress →

• Leads to neuronal and synaptic damage, neurodegeneration, and ultimately synaptic and network dysfunction

• MCI/dementia syndromes in AD/ADRD—mostly multiple-etiology (multiple causes and contributors)

• Younger individuals (40s and 50s): often “pure” pathologic changes (AD, FTLD-tau)

• Older individuals (65–70+ years): mostly mixed pathological changes in 85%–90%: AD plus cerebrovascular brain injury, Lewy 
bodies, hippocampal sclerosis, TDP-43

• ATN biological framework of AD separates pathobiological disease stages from clinical illness (and syndromic) 
stages

• Biomarkers allow AD to be accurately diagnosed during life—CSF AD biomarkers are here and accessible (PET 
imaging here but less accessible), and blood biomarkers are coming to clinic

• Have entered a new era of biomarkers (hence more accurate diagnosis and better clinical trial patient selection 
and designs) and therapies that target underlying biology of AD and multiple mechanisms (e.g., toxic amyloid 
species/plaques, neuroinflammation) that cause neurodegeneration—will accelerate therapeutic discoveries

On the Threshold of a New Era in Biomarker-based 
Diagnosis and Precision Management of AD

Knopman DS, et al. Nat Rev Dis Primers. 2021.

Scope of the Dementia 
and Alzheimer’s Disease Tsunami
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The Challenge of Our Generation

https://www.alz.co.uk/research/worldalzheimerreport2015summary.pdf; https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/publications/files/key_findings_wpp_2015.pdf. 

Total population

People with dementia 

Total Population 
4,432 Million2

Total Population: 
992 Million2

Dementia Prevalence

Total Population: 
1,186 Million2

The Americas

9.4 Million with dementia1

Europe
10.5 Million with dementia1

Africa
4.0 Million with dementia1

Asia
22.9 Million with dementia1Total Population: 

738 Million2

The Challenge of Our Generation 
(…continued)

Projected Prevalence: 2050

Total population

People with dementia 

Total Population 
5,324 Million2

Total Population: 
1217 Million2

Total Population: 
2,478 Million2

The Americas
29.9 Million with dementia1

Europe
18.7 Million with dementia1

Africa 
15.8 Million with dementia1

Asia
67.2 Million with dementia1Total Population: 

707 Million2

https://www.alz.co.uk/research/worldalzheimerreport2015summary.pdf; https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/publications/files/key_findings_wpp_2015.pdf. 
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de Castro AKA, et al. Intl J Comput Intell Sys. 2011; https://www.alz.org/media/Documents/alzheimers-facts-and-figures.pdf;
Kinney JW, et al. Alzheimers Dement (N Y). 2018; Atri  A, et al. Med Clin North Am. 2019.

Healthy brain Brain with 
severe

Alzheimer 
disease

Accumulations of -amyloid 
peptide

Amyloid plaques Fibrillar deposits of hyperphosphorylated tau 
protein 

Neurofibrillary tau tangles 

Microglia

Astrocyte

Astrogliosis and microgliosis

Neuroinflammation

synapse damage, membrane 
disruption, disruption of signaling 

Neurodegeneration

What Is Our Current Understanding of AD? 
A Complex Dual-proteinopathy 

(Toxic Amyloid and Tau Protein Species) plus Disease
Neuropathologically defined by amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles—but impact on so much more.

AD is a complex, incurable, and progressive disease that has preclinical, pathobiological disease stages that may span 20–25 years, 
and clinical illness stages that can span 5–20 years—trajectory includes abnormal amyloid-beta deposits, neuronal and synaptic 
injury, tau deposits, and finally, cognitive and functional impairment. 

Long-established Risk Factors for Dementia

https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/sites/default/files/pdf/factsheet_risk_factors_for_dementia.pdf; 
https://www.alzdiscovery.org/cognitive-vitality/blog/does-obesity-increase-dementia-

risk#:~:text=People%20who%20have%20a%20high%20BMI%20and%20central,developing%20dementia%20than%20people%20without%20excess%20belly%20fat; 
https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/alzheimers-disease/in-depth/alzheimers/art-20048356.  

Risk Factors for Dementia

• Age—aging is the strongest known risk factor

• Sex—women are more likely to develop dementia than men (longer life 
expectancy plays a role)

• Ethnicity—people from certain ethnic communities appear to be at a higher 
risk (e.g., people from South Asia) 

• Genetics—there are >20 genes that have been linked to a risk of AD and 
dementia, including APOE (e4 with AD); a few rare autosomal dominant 
mutations cause early-onset AD (~5% of AD patients, onset prior to age 60), 
most early-onset AD cases are not due to these mutations

• Medical conditions, particularly those that damage the heart, have been 
linked to an increased risk of dementia
• Type-2 diabetes

• High blood pressure

• High cholesterol

• Obesity

APOE, apolipoprotein E.
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There Are Many Potentially Modifiable
Risk Factors for Dementia

• Cognitive stimulation/intervention—early life 
education, cognitive maintenance, and training

• Hearing impairment—use of hearing aids

• TBI—e.g., from car, motorcycle, and bicycle 
injuries; military exposures; boxing, horse riding, 
and other recreational sports; firearms; and falls

• Hypertension—use of antihypertensive drugs

• Physical inactivity—exercise and physical fitness 

• Diabetes—although type 2 diabetes is a dementia 
risk factor, it is unclear whether any intervention 
ameliorates this risk

• Combined CVD risk factors—improving clustered 
CVD risk factors in mid-life

• Alcohol—limit alcohol use 

• Weight control and obesity—maintain healthy 
weight 

• Smoking—stop smoking

• Depression—depression has a bidirectional 
relationship with dementia, but whether 
antidepressants reduce dementia risk is unknown

• Social contact—increased social contact and 
social interventions

• Air pollutants—e.g., NO2 and CO

• Sleep—maintenance of good sleep patterns

• Diet—high intake of vegetables, legumes, fruits, 
nuts, cereals, and olive oil; low intake of saturated 
lipids and meat; although, the exact components 
of a good diet and their interaction with other 
risk factors (e.g., CVD risk) are debated

Livingston G, et al. Lancet. 2020; Strand HB, et al. J Gerontol Med Sci. 2017; Lee CM, et al. Obes Rev. 2020.CVD=cardiovascular disease; TBI=traumatic brain injury

McKhann GM, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011; Jack C, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011.

Criteria for All-cause Dementia
Core Clinical Criteria
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Dementia: minimum of 2 cognitive OR behavioral domains impaired

Criteria for All-cause Dementia
Core Clinical Criteria

McKhann GM, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011; Jack C, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011.

McKhann GM, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011.

Criteria for All-cause Dementia
Core Clinical Criteria
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McKhann GM, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011.

Criteria for All-cause Dementia
Core Clinical Criteria

McKhann GM, et al. Alzheimers Dement. 2011.

Criteria for All-cause Dementia
Core Clinical Criteria
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Timely and Appropriate Detection, Diagnosis, 
and Care Improves Outcomes and Reduces Costs

Weimer DL, Sager MA. Alzheimers Dement. 2009; Getsios D, et al. Alzheimer Dement. 2012.

“Say…, wait just a dang minute, here…, 
we forgot the cattle.”

• Timely detection of cognitive impairment and dementia 
is crucial

• Undetected cognitive impairment and dementia results 
in
• Inefficient and unnecessary care and higher costs; early 

assessment and treatment reduces costs 

• Harm to individuals and society 

Separating Pathobiological Disease Stages
from the Clinical Spectrum of Illness, 

Syndrome, and Stages
Amyloid/Tau/Neurodegeneration (ATN)

Biological Framework of AD
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Stages and “Pathobio-clinical” Abnormalities
in the Alzheimer’s Disease Spectrum

Jack CR, et al. Lancet Neurol. 2010.

If biomarker evidence of AD pathology (ATN)

AD dementiaProdromal AD or 
MCI due to AD

Preclinical Alzheimer’s pathological change 
(A+T-) or preclinical AD (A+T+)

AD biomarker
(ATN)

AD Stage                   1                   2                       3 4             5       6   

• Set the stage and establish shared goals for patient-centered evaluation and disclosure process

• Involve and obtain reliable collateral information from a “care partner”: a knowledgeable informant (spouse, 
partner, adult child, relative, friend, caregiver, confidant)

• Obtain data

• History and structured review of cognition, daily function, behavior/neuropsychiatric symptoms; other 
review of systems (ROS)

• Medications and OTC supplements

• Risk factors, health-related behaviors (exercise, sleep, nutrition, alcohol)

• Developmental history, social history, family history

• Assess, in a structured manner, level and changes in cognition, daily function, mood/anxiety, sleep, 
sensorimotor function

• Brief standardized cognitive assessment test (e.g., MoCA, MMSE, SLUMS, GP-Cog)

• Physical and neurologic exam

• Integrate data for initial diagnostic formulation

Evaluation

Dickerson BC, Atri A (eds). Dementia: Comprehensive Principles and Practice. 2014; 
Atri A. Med Clinic North Am. 2019; Atri A. Semin Neurol. 2019.
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Three Fundamental Steps 
in the Diagnostic Formulation

• Step 1: Is there something potentially abnormal and how much? Detection of potential 
impairment [delineate the cognitive functional status]

• At what likely level: cognitively unimpaired (CU), subjective cognitive decline (SCD); mild 
cognitive impairment (MCI), mild dementia?

• Step 2: What is the pattern of what is abnormal? [syndromic diagnosis]

• What are the characteristics of what is wrong

• Define the cognitive-behavioral syndrome (e.g., amnestic syndrome, PPA, PCA) and refine stage 
(e.g., amnestic single MCI; multidomain amnestic and dysexecutive dementia in the mild stages; 
multidomain, non-amnestic, behavioral, and language dementia in mild stages)

• Step 3: What is causing it? [etiological diagnosis]

• What is/are cause(s)/etiology—the underlying driver(s) and contributing diseases (e.g., AD, LBD, 
vascular ischemic brain injury [VIBI]) and disorders (e.g., OSA, alcohol, polypharmacy, 
anxiety/mood disorder)

Atri A. Med Clinic North Am. 2019.

Brief Office-based Cognitive Instruments

1Folstein MF, et al. J Psychiatr Res. 1975; 2Nasreddine ZS, et al. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2005; 3Tariq SH, et al. Am J Geriatr Psychiatry. 2006;
4Borson S, et al. Int J Geriatr Psychiatry. 2000; Atri A. Med Clin North Am. 2019; Shaughnessy L, et al. J Clin Psychiatry. 2019.

Cognitive Screen Comments

Mini-Mental State Examination 
(MMSE)1

• Still widely used; copyrighted 

• Has norms for age, ethnicity, education

• Takes 5–10 minutes

• Limited executive-function assessment

Montreal Cognitive Assessment 
(MoCA)2

• Most accessible/multiple languages

• Excellent sensitivity for MCI; norms not as well established for age, ethnicity, and 
education; is more difficult than MMSE/more sensitive in detecting executive function 
than MMSE 

• Good for executive-function assessment

• Takes 8–12 minutes

St. Louis University Mental Status 
Examination (SLUMS)3

• Less utilized; mostly studied in VA population

• Take 7–10 minutes

• Good sensitivity for MCI; more difficult than MMSE

Mini-Cog4

• Quick: takes 3–5 min

• Simple: consists of clock draw (for executive function) and recall of 3 words

• Good sensitivity for dementia (equivalent or better than MMSE); unclear for MCI
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• Scored out of 30

• Cut off for impairment: <26* (high 
specificity but impacted by low 
education)
*Add 1 point if ≤12 years of education

• Multiple versions

• Available in multiple languages

• Visually impaired version scored out 
of 22 (skips top two panels) → can 
be administered remotely

MOCA

www.mocatest.org

Validated Brief Cognitive
Test Instruments 
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Validated Brief Cognitive
Test Instruments 

• Etiological diagnosis aided by tier 1 tests
• Cognitive lab panel (assessing comorbid conditions that can 

contribute to symptoms)—CBC, chem 20, TSH, vitamin B12, 
homocysteine, CRP, ESR

• Structural imaging—MRI preferable to CT when possible
• To assess patterns of neurodegeneration (N), assess for contributing factors 

(e.g., vascular-ischemic brain injury), and rule out less common etiology (e.g., 
hydrocephalus, tumor)

Establishing Cause
The Etiological Diagnosis

(Rule Out and Rule In)

Dickerson BC, Atri A. Dementia: Comprehensive Principles and Practice. 2014; 
Atri A. Med Clin North Am. 2019; Atri A. Semin Neurol. 2019.
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• MRI is better at detecting
• Atrophy (e.g., 

hippocampal atrophy, 
ventricular enlargement)

• Cerebrovascular disease 
burden: leukoaraiosis 
(white matter 
microangiopathic 
changes) and 
micro/lacunar infarcts

• Microhemorrhages (non-
acute)

• Hydrocephalus

Tier 1 Brain Imaging to Detect “N” and Assess for Other Conditions
(e.g., stigmata of vascular ischemic brain injury) 

MRI >CT (if no contraindication) and Can Significantly Change Management 

Dickerson BC, Atri A. Dementia: Comprehensive Principles and Practice. 2014; 
Atri A. Med Clin North Am. 2019; Atri A. Semin Neurol. 2019.

• Is there a metabolic signature of neurocognitive systems/brain regional 
abnormalities (N)? 

• Cerebral metabolism or blood flow: FDG-PET >> SPECT

• Early decrease in temporal and parietal hypometabolism/low blood flow →
hypometabolism in temporoparietal cortex, posterior cingulate or precuneus 

• Is there evidence of AD-related (A, T) neuropathologic change(s)?

• CSF (A, T, N): amyloid-to-tau index (ATI) < 1.0; low Aβ42; high phospho-tau, tau; low 
(Aβ42/Aβ40) ratio; total tau (N); NfL (N)

• Amyloid-PET (A): loss of marked cortex-white matter differentiation with amyloid 
tracer uptake

• Tau-PET (T): best for detection of advanced AD tau neurofibrillary tangle pathology 
(Braak stages V or VI tau pathology) 

Examples of Tier 2–4 Studies
Selective Use of Additional Tests As Needed 

(Not routinely—under special circumstances—as guided by clinical profile: 
history, associated symptoms/signs, risk factors, level of confidence required)

Dickerson BC, Atri A. Dementia: Comprehensive Principles and Practice. 2014; 
Atri A. Med Clin North Am. 2019; Atri A. Semin Neurol. 2019.
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• Other Tier 2–4 tests ordered depending on clinical context for co-occurring 
conditions that can contribute to impaired function, and rare dementing 
conditions/mimics
• Studies

• Sleep study
• EEG

• Labs
• ANA, thyroid peroxidase antibodies, antithyroglobulin antibodies
• Lyme antibodies, HIV, RPR
• ammonia level, lead level
• heavy metal screen
• anti-voltage-gated potassium channel (VGKC) antibodies, paraneoplastic 

antibodies panel

Examples of Tier 2–4 Studies
Selective Use of Additional Tests As Needed 

(Not routinely—under special circumstances—as guided by clinical profile: 
history, associated symptoms/signs, risk factors, level of confidence required)

Dickerson BC, Atri A. Dementia: Comprehensive Principles and Practice. 2014; 
Atri A. Med Clin North Am. 2019; Atri A. Semin Neurol. 2019.

CSF Profile
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Amyloid PET Scans—Shades of Gray on Trees 

A +

A -

Amyloid PET Tracers

(11)C-PiB—requires 
cyclotron

florbetapir F18

florbetaben F18

flutemetamol F18

(18)F-NAV4694

Current and Emerging Biomarkers—AD and Beyond

PATHOLOGY1

RELEVANT BIOMARKER1-3

CSF1,2 Blood1,4,5 Brain Imaging1,3

Aβ pathology
• Aβ42

• Aβ/Aβ402

• Aβ42

• Aβ42/Aβ40
• Amyloid PET

Tau pathology • P-tau • P-tau • Tau PET

Axonal degeneration and 

neuronal injury

• T-tau

• NfL

• T-tau

• NfL4,5

• MRI

• MRS (NAA/Cr)3

Synaptic degeneration

• Neurogranin

• SNAP25

• RAB3A

—
• PET (SV2A)

• FDG-PET

Glial activation

• Secreted ectodomain TREM2

• Chitotriosidase

• CD14

• YKL-40

• CCL2

• YKL-40

• PET with the following probes:

TSPO, 11C-R-PK11195,
18F-DPA-714, 11C-PBR28

α-Synuclein pathology • α-Synuclein — • PET: 18F-BF-227

1Lashley T, et al. Dis Model Mech. 2018; 2Blennow K. Neurol Ther. 2017; 
3Meyerhoff DJ, et al. Ann Neurol. 1994; 4Benedet AL, et al. Alzheimers Dement (Amst). 2019; 5Bateman, RJ, et al. J Prev Alzheimers Dis. 2019.

Aβ, amyloid beta; CCL2, chemokine (C-C motif) ligand 2; CD14, cluster of differentiation 14; CSF, cerebral spinal fluid; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRS, magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy; NAA/Cr, n-acetyl aspartate/creatinine ratio; NfL, neurofilament light; PET, positron emission tomography; P-tau, phosphorylated tau; RAB3A, ras-related protein Rab3A; 
SNAP25, synaptosome-associated protein 25; SV2A, synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A; TREM2, triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2; T-tau, total tau protein; TSPO, translocator protein; YKL-
40, chitinase-3-like protein. 
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AA is a 64-year-old RH White male with a chief complaint about “some changes at work…finding it more 
stressful.” He states that he works in a fast-paced, demanding environment and has noticed more work stress 
and mild changes in his work efficiency. He is sleeping less and waking early concerned about work. 

On a call with his wife, she tells you that AA seems more stressed, has forgotten or misremembered some 
conversations, context and timing of life events, and she has noticed some repetitiveness in statements. 

A structured multidomain review of cognition, daily function, behavior/neuropsychiatric symptoms, 
sensorimotor function is completed.

The review of cognitive domains/symptoms (scale: 0 = WNL, Tr = subtle/very mild, 1+ = mild, 2+ = moderate , 
3+ = severe) finds:

• Memory: 1+

• Repetitive, misremembering

• Attention: 2+ (patient stated, “always been that way to some degree”)

• Executive function:  1–2+

• Language: 0

• Behavior: 1–2+

• Judgment and interaction issues with team at work, considered to be more aloof and less sensitive, and dismissive, 
anxious, mildly less motivated 

Patient Case 1

A daily function review finds AA is independent with subtle 
decline.
• FAQ 5/30 (independent but more effortful and difficult with bill 

paying, taxes, shopping, current events, remembering appts)

Assessment for behavior/neuropsychiatric symptoms finds:
• NPIQ severity = 7 (mild: irritability, anxiety, depression/dysphoria, 

disinhibition, lability, night-time behaviors)

• NPIQ distress = 9 (mild distress)

• Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) = 3 (not suggestive)

A sensorimotor review finds no concerns. 

Patient Case 1 (…continued)
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Additional findings include:

• Risk factors for cognitive-behavioral impairment/dementia: none (parents 
alive and well), except one minor “concussion” at age 14 playing baseball (no 
LOC)

• Safety: okay

• PMH: “borderline” hypertension—no meds

• Meds: none

• Supplements: multivitamin

• Developmental history: no issues; could be inattentive “or absent-minded in 
a professorial way,” BS/PhD from elite universities

• Social history: married 37 years, works as high-level executive, adult children

• Health-related behavior: rare EtOH, good exercise in past, but less now

• Caregiver: Zarit-like scale moderate burden 

Patient Case 1 (…continued)

• Medical and elemental neurologic exam: unremarkable

• Neurobehavioral status exam: awake and alert, no 
fluctuations, appropriate, attentive to examiner

• MoCA = 27/30 

• Pattern of points missed: -3 on recall

• Encoding of 5 words: 5/5 first trial; 5/5 second trial 

• Recall: MoCA MIS (Memory Index Score 0–15) = 7/15 (0/3 
with cue, 1/3 from multiple choice)

Patient Case 1 (…continued)
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Word
Free Recall 
(3 points each correct)

Cued Recall
(2 points each correct)

Multiple Choice 
Recognition
(1 point each correct)

Face + (3)

Velvet — — —

Church — — —

Daisy — — + (1)

Red + (3)

Subscores 6 0 1

MIS total score 
(range 0–15)

7 

Montreal Cognitive Assessment

MoCA-MIS (Memory Index Score)

Julayanont P, et al. J Am Geriatr Soc. 2014.

MoCA Memory Index Score (MoCA-MIS)

Fortifying the Frontline
The Sentinel Role of the Primary Care Clinician on the 

Comprehensive Care Team 
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• Medical and elemental neurologic exam: unremarkable

• Neurobehavioral status exam: awake and alert, no fluctuations, appropriate, attentive to 
examiner

• MoCA = 27/30 

• Pattern of points missed: -3 on recall

• Encoding of 5 words: 5/5 first trial; 5/5 second trial 

• Recall: MoCA MIS (Memory Index Score 0–15) = 7/15 (0/3 with cue, 1/3 from multiple choice)

• Letter fluency (F) in 60 sec = 25

• Animal fluency in 60 sec = 14

• Naming (from ACE-R): 12/12 correct (very occasional word-finding hesitation)

• Word meaning: 4/4 correct

• Appeared to give good effort on testing

• Denied depression and significant anxiety →mood/affect congruent and not suggestive of 
clinical depression or anxiety 

Patient Case 1 (…continued)

• Good case to refer for formal neuropsychological evaluation → need more 
nuanced information and sensitive cognitive testing befitting of the 
patient’s estimated pre-morbid level of functioning! 

• Neuropsychological evaluation: in context of estimated superior to very 
superior pre-morbid IQ → variability in scores—many superior but mild 
impairments in verbal and visual memory, aspects of executive functions 
borderline

• Expanded cognitive lab panel: no abnormalities

• MRI: “read as normal age-related atrophy” → read by me as having mild 
hippocampal, medial and lateral temporal, and subtle frontal atrophy

• AD biomarker + (A+, T+, N+) → diagnosis: MCI due to AD

• Started on AD treatment and then entered clinical trial

Patient Case 1 (…continued)
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“Mr. Osborne, may I be excused? My brain is full.”

Conclusion

• Causes and contributors to neurodegenerative cognitive-behavior disorders/dementia 
are many and likely additive (at least)—most such “diseases” involve cerebral 
“proteinopathies” (misfolded proteins that become toxic)

• AD is a complex dual proteinopathy (amyloid and tau) with many downstream effects—
ATN biological framework of AD separates pathobiological disease stages from clinical 
illness (and syndromic) stages

• Timely, accurate, and appropriate detection, diagnosis, communication, disclosure, and 
management of AD is ethically, medically, scientifically, and economically supported

• Evaluation and care needs to be individualized—AD can be accurately detected and 
diagnosed during life, even in early clinical stages of MCI

• Process takes patience, time, and effort but is of value → individuals value 
information/data and respect “expertise,” respect, and autonomy to make informed 
choices → help them make the right decisions 

Summary
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• Biomarkers allow AD to be accurately diagnosed during life—CSF AD 
biomarkers are here and accessible (PET imaging here but less 
accessible); and blood biomarkers are being refined and validated, and 
will be coming to clinic

• Will learn to use biomarker profiles to narrow populations who may 
benefit and to mitigate burden/risks (smaller population and market for 
any drug [e.g., C3-4, A3, T3-4, E4+, MCH1-4])

• Increasingly, precision medicine in oncology has accelerated research 
and substantially improved clinical care and outcomes (e.g., breast 
cancer)—we will do the same for AD/ADRD in the coming decades

On the Threshold of a New Era in Biomarker-based 
Diagnosis and Precision Management of AD

Symptomatic and Disease-modifying 
Treatments 

The current fully approved treatments for AD 
(ChEIs, memantine) are mostly symptomatic;1

only FDA-approved aducanumab (received 
accelerated approval in June 2021) and FDA-
approved lecanemab (received accelerated 
approval January 2023)  is potentially disease-
modifying2

Theoretical Ways in Which a Treatment 
Could Affect the Course of AD4
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Symptomatic
benefit

Maintenance 
of function

Slowing of 
disease
progression

Cure

• A symptomatic treatment can provide an initial 
benefit, but the patient will continue to decline3,4

• A disease-modifying treatment would either stop or 
slow the progressive decline of the patient3,4

• A cure for AD would reverse the disease progress 
and restore the patient to their original level of 
functioning4

Treatment
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